From time to time really exciting things happen at CPAESS and we will be sending you news splashes to keep
you up to date!

Good morning CPAESS Staff,
I hope this email finds you well.
As shared with you in our CPAESS December Newsletter, this year we will begin our CPAESS Discovery
Seminar Series!

Many of you have expressed an interest to share your research, and to connect more with your CPAESS
colleagues and the greater UCAR | NCAR Community, and to share your research. This is an opportunity for
you to do both. Much like several of the NCAR labs, CPAESS will have a speaker present their research for
about ~ 45 minutes of the allotted 1 hour-long seminar. These presentations will be advertised within the
UCAR | NCAR Community and our extended university and academic community. They will be broadcast by
UCAR’s multimedia services and our meeting planners will manage the seminar itself. After the presentation,
we will have a brief question and answer period. These talks will be recorded and uploaded onto our website,
and YouTube for future access. Each talk will be given on a Wednesday at 11:00 am MST.
Our first speaker will be Dr. Mukund Palat Rao speaking on “Will the North Asian taiga become too hot for
trees to capture carbon?” Find a more detailed flyer attached.
Please register to listen to this talk here. Also sign up to give a talk on your research here.

As you know I have recently created a new position for the CPAESS Deputy Director. I am looking for an
individual with a scientific background who is an expert at empowering people with the tools and support they
need to succeed in their field.
Please find the posting here. Also, if you know an individual who might be a good fit for this position,
please share your suggestion here. This document is confidential.
Thank you for all that you do, and I look forward to seeing you at our first CPAESS Discovery Seminar.
All the best,

